Intracortical connections of the anterior ectosylvian and lateral suprasylvian visual areas in the cat.
Intra- and interhemispheric connections between the anterior ectosylvian visual area (AEV) and other visual cortical areas including the lateral suprasylvian (LSS) were examined in the cat using the retrograde double-label fluorescence technique. The areal and laminar distributions of labeled neurons were mapped following injections of different tracers: Evans Blue (EB), Fast Blue (FB) and Nuclear Yellow (NY) made separately into AEV and LSS of the same or opposite hemispheres. The results indicated: (1) reciprocal and bilateral AEV-LSS connections stemming from layers V and VI in addition to a predominant efferent LSS projection upon AEV from both layer III and the posterior lateral (PLLS) subdivision of LSS; (2) homotopic interhemispheric connections to AEV arising from layers III, V and VI and from layers III and V of ipsilateral areas 20 and 21a; (3) differential laminar distributions of the cell populations projecting to the two cortical sites injected including neurons in layer III of LSS which project to contralateral LSS and AEV of either hemisphere via collateral axon branching (double-labeled). The anatomical findings support the functional similarities between AEV and LSS and the possible role of AEV in interhemispheric transfer of visual information is discussed.